In this presentation, we will introduce a new method, NVM_UNMIX for estimating the density function of Normal variance-mean mixtures. This new method is a manipulation of the previously developed Normal scale mixture program UNMIX (Hamdan et al., 2005). NVM_UNMIX is designed to model Normal variance-mean mixtures by minimizing the weighted square distance between an empirical density and the theoretical mixture, taking into account any factors that effect the variability of the estimates. This modeling technique is then evaluated using several simulated examples and is compared to the Bayesian approach in a couple of real life situations. It was found, from the simulation that NVM_UNMIX appears to performed with efficiently and precision when modeling well-mixed and partially mixed distributions, which is unique among mixture estimators. Compared to non-informative Bayesian approach, it was also found to accurately model skewness and robustness in the tails of real-life data. (Received September 21, 2010)